On 24 and 25 October, the South Korean implant manufacturer Dentium invited to a two-day symposium in New York. More than 900 participants joined the event. Since 14 years now, Dentium which is after all number two in the Asian market has made itself a name with practice-oriented solutions and a full range of implant products.

**Scientific programme**

On both congress days, internationally recognised experts from implantology spoke in the Marriott Marquis at the New York Times Square. The lectures dealt with issues of immediate loading, bone regeneration as well as hard and soft tissue management. On Friday, Dr Myron Nevins opened the symposium and led the numerous participants through the top-class programme.

**Innovation and practice**

The second congress day started with a special speaker: Dr Sung-Min Chung, who is a recognised, practicing implantologist and at the same time CEO and founder of Dentium, illustrated by means of own patient cases the rich product range of the company. Dentium can be said to be a reliable full-service provider, beginning with a broad surgical instrumentation, implantological auxiliaries as for example easily produced navigation templates and special devices, and ending with a comprehensive implant range and prosthetic materials. Above all, the company has dedicated itself to the simplification of working processes: Each abutment fits on all implant diameters of the manufacturer and thus ensures a simple and clear handling. The implants are optimally designed for Platform Switching, offer a solid internal conical connection and have a S.L.A (Sand-blasted with Large grits and Acid etched) surface. Prof. Dr Georgios Romanos appreciated the Dentium implant system for its high primary stability and wide variety of application. Actually, he assumes the manufacturer in being the worldwide number one implant line someday.

**Next events**

For the upcoming IDS, Dentium will present some novelties. Furthermore, the company organises the next World Symposium in autumn 2015 that will be held in Shanghai. In 2016, the hosting country is already scheduled: Then, Dentium will invite everyone interested to Germany.

→ www.dentium.com

**Fig. 1** From left: Dr Sang Chung Lim, Dr Sung-Min Chung, CEO and founder of Dentium, as well as Roy Kim, European Manager Dentium. **Fig. 2** More than 900 participants joint the two-day symposium.